
An experiential and engaging workshop
Andrew Shirres, Innovative Resources

10th & 11th April 2017

IN PARTNERSHIP WITH

This training is grounded in over 25 years of Supervision practice across a range of

services including family work, youth services, mental health support, financial

counselling and victim support programs. The strength approach to supervision explored

in this training provides a set of values as well as technologies that emphasize the

importance of identifying, mobilizing and celebrating worker and client strengths,

expertise, skills and resources.

Resources used in this training are also informed by other knowledge platforms for

practice including Solution-focused Practice, Brief Therapy, Appreciative Inquiry, Choice

Theory, Creative therapies, Circles Approached to Group work.

Who should attend:
This workshop is designed for anyone who gives or receives supervision. For present or

future team leaders, managers and educators who wish to initiate or further embed a

strengths-based supervision culture and practice in their workplace.

Early Bird 
Ends 10th

Mar ‘17 



 Review of principles and skills of strengths approaches to practices
 ‘Traditional’ supervision compared with a strengths approach to supervision
 How do our vales intersect with supervision?
 Exploration of supervision functions
 Supervision demonstration and practice
 Your “vison for supervision”
 Exploring current supervision practice, and building supervision goals
 Supervision and your learning style
 Giving and receiving feedback
 Challenging conversations and ‘straight talk’
 Supervision agreement

 Explore how strengths principles apply to a collaborative approach to supervision
 Reflect upon how values and beliefs impact upon their supervision
 Understand shared responsibility within supervision
 Identify the functions of supervision
 Observe and practise a strengths approach to supervision (individual and group)
 Develop a culture of feedback within a supervised relationship

 Learn how to develop a strengths-based supervision agreement

Using group discussions, exercises, demonstration and hands on tools, participants will

learn to apply a strengths approach to supervision conversations with the aim of building

reflective, creative and effective supervision agreements and relationships. Such

relationships pay a major role in building organizational culture and worker satisfaction,

and ultimately create better outcomes for clients.

‘Fantastic! This particular set has been very helpful in the team-building sessions we have been
facilitating internally and, in one instance, externally. We get them out every training day and the act
of conscious “choosing” is instantly empowering—choosing the use of a strength also has been part
of our externalising sessions.’

– Andrew Shirres, Practice Development Coach (Bendigo, Australia)



PRINCIPAL TRAINER

Andrew Shirres has a Bachelor’s Degree and a Post Graduate

Diploma in Fine Arts, a Bachelor of Social Work and a

Diploma of Management. He is a highly experienced

facilitator of ‘strengths-based practice’, delivering workshops

across many community and social service sectors

throughout Australia.

Andrew’s commitment and dedication to reflective practice

have earned him great respect while working extensively in

both service delivery and management with St Luke’s for

more than 10 years. He is a facilitator of specialist ‘strengths

approach’ learning and tools development for individuals,

teams and organisations. Since 2013 Andrew has consulted

at all levels with more than 40 different services across

Australia to develop training packages and organisational

culture building activities. Andrew is the Practice

Development Coach at St Luke’s Innovative Resources.

Training Date & Time Price

Strengths Approach to 
Supervision

10th & 11th April 2017
(9:00am - 5:00pm )

PACKAGE PRICE 
Normal Price: $690

Early Bird Price: $590 only! 

Enjoy a 5% discount when you 
come in groups of 3 and more. 

Venue:  To be confirmed

Morning Tea & Lunch will be provided. 

We are committed to keeping class sizes small to facilitate interaction, so please register early.

Trainings will be highly experiential and interactive. 

Workshop can be considered for VCF funding as a non pre-approved course.
Early Bird Ends

10th March 2017 

www.facebook.com/relational.resources

FOR MORE INFORMATION:                      (65) 6337-5153                       relationalresources@rpsingapore.org
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